Abstract. In our engagement with music, not only the physical experience of sound is important. Also the interplay between body movements, musical gestures and the cognitive processes of performers and listeners is part of our experience. Yet, this multimodal aspect is not always fully considered when analyzing music performance. In this paper, we want to establish a framework for a multi-layered analysis of music performance, building on data retrieved from quantitative and qualitative procedures and involving the perspectives of composer, performer and musicologist. The performance of a classical guitarist was analyzed in detail, using both a 'bottom-up' approach (audio-analysis and motion-capture) and a 'top-down' perspective (annotations from video-footage by composer, musician and researchers). These different analytical layers were compared and evaluated, which pointed out that multiple perspectives can reinforce each other in detecting musical targets and can help detecting mismatches between qualitative and quantitative data.
Introduction
Music performance is often described as a multimodal experience, both for the performer and the audience [1] . From an ecological point of view [2] , our engagement with music, as listener or performer, is a process of perceiving what is happening around us and trying to understand, and adapt to, what is going on [3] . We are involved in assigning meaning to the events that take place in our environment, but this environment consists of more than auditory cues alone. Human perception engages all senses: sound, vision, smell, touch and taste. By consequence, music as a phenomenon is more than a physical experience of sound waves in the air. According to the Embodied Music Cognition theory [4] , we perceive music by means of our body, which acts as a mediator between the external environment and our subjective sensations and experiences. This mediating comprises inverse and forward components [5] , meaning that we can predict the subjective sensations we will perceive from certain actions in the physical world (forward modeling) but also that we will associate our immediate, personal sensations with a certain action (inverse modeling). Thus, action and perception are coupled by means of our body, resulting in what is called an action-oriented ontology [4] or the coupling of actions with their consequent outcome or goal. This repertoire of goal-directed actions or gestures can be considered as a collection of movements made to achieve a particular goal, linked with the experiences and sensations resulting from such actions.
When considering musical gestures, the coupling of actions and perceived sensations forms a mechanism that guides our understanding of music, which makes these gestures a vehicle for the construction of musical meaning. Musical gestures are inherent to music performance, and skilled musicians will be able to convey musical expression by means of their body movements [6, 7, 8] . High-skilled performers can encode their musical intentions or goals into 'moving sonic forms', which involves both mental processing and corporeal control over a musical instrument [4] . These musical intentions can be related to an overall stylistic target (general style of the piece) as well as intended expressive sensitivities at a local structural level [9] , [6] . According to Godøy [10] , these locally intended targets will guide the performer's grouping or co-articulating of smaller movements into gestures. As such, these local targets can be understood as a reference frame, which guides the musician's construction and shaping of a musical piece.
In other words, music as a phenomenon is constructed out of different layers of significance and can therefore be described from different levels. Low-level or bottom-up descriptors such as physical characteristics of sound (i.e. timing, intensity,…) and movement (Quantity of Motion, kinematics,...) and high-level features (emotions, subjective experiences, verbal descriptions) accessed from a topdown approach, are both related with the musical material (score) [11, 12, 13] . All these different layers are connected in a sense to musical expression [14] .
In this study, we want to access and explore the different levels of expressiveness in a performance and try to establish a relationship between these layers of analysis. By deconstructing a musical performance in different layers, the complexity of music as a multimodal experience can be reduced without losing the richness of impressions inherent in such an experience. The purpose was to develop a methodology that can provide a framework for further in-depth analysis of other performances in the future that takes into account the interplay between the different modalities inherent to music. This way, an attempt could be made to access expressiveness in music from the performer and observer's perspective.
Methods

Music
In this study, we consider a performance of "Austerity Measures I", a piece by the British composer David Gorton for ten-string guitar (Fig. 1) . The piece consists of 64 bars of music, which can be divided in 5 sections in which different types of material are used. The first part (bars 1-15) consists of relatively isolated chords using harmonics on the guitar; the second part (bars 16-30) continues to use harmonics, but now presented as series of single notes mostly with large pitch intervals. The third part (bars 31-49) consists of a series of ascending melodies with 5-12 elements, played in a more 'lyrical' legato style. The fourth part (bars 50-58) is a series of 10-note arpeggio patterns and the fifth part (bars 59-64) is a kind of coda, stylistically reflective of part 3, but containing just one ascending pattern with gradually decreasing dynamics. However, it may be argued that this sequence of scored material is not 'the work' but rather material which is activated in performance according to rules that instruct the performer to 'decompose' the scored material.
During performance, the score should be repeated three or four times. When playing through three times, the performer labels each bar with the numbers 1, 2 or 3 with a roughly equal distribution and frequently changing the order of the numbers throughout the piece. Only the first and the last bar have a fixed label, which is three. In the first round, the piece should be played as it is written, but for the second runthrough, all bars labeled 1 should be replaced with rests, and on the third time, all the bars labeled 1 and 2 should be replaced with rest, leaving the performer only those bars labeled 3 to play. In other words: during the performance, the piece is constructed by deconstructing it. When playing through four times, the process is similar, using the numbers 1 to 4 instead of 1 to 3. The tempo of the piece is flexible in order to leave space for the performer to phrase and shape the music to his expressive intentions. The loss of material during the piece forces the performer to rethink the musical material and adjust its musical ideas and goals, but the process should not be understood as automatic. The choice of which bars to keep and which ones to leave out reflects the performer's priorities and structural notions of how to shape the music. Hence, the local musical targets that serve as a reference frame change, which will affect the musician's construction and shaping of the performance.
Procedure
Concert-and rehearsal performances of both the four and three times run-through of the piece by the Swedish guitarist Stefan Östersjö were recorded at the Orpheus institute in Ghent, during the Orpheus Research festival. The four-times rehearsal and concert performance were recorded on the first day, in a concert auditorium and with a seated audience in the concert performance, while the three times rehearsal and concert were recorded in the central hall of the institute with a standing audience in the concert performance. The set-up of the recordings had to be flexible in order to move it to different locations and without interfering too much with the natural setting of the concert (the communication between musician and audience) to ensure ecological validity. This has important consequences for the technology used.
For both the rehearsal and concert performance of the two versions of the piece, audio, video and movement recordings were made. A contact microphone was used to record a dry guitar signal for analytical purposes, while a condenser microphone recorded the guitar sound with the ambience of the room. Two types of movement data were extracted from the performance: 4 sensors attached under the surface on which the guitar player was seated measured the executed pressure and displacement of weight. Active infrared markers were attached to the head, shoulders and right wrist and registered with two Wii-motes placed in front of the performer.
The amount of infrared markers that could be registered was limited to 4, so the body parts had to be chosen deliberately and in agreement with the performer. All data streams were synchronized using Max/MSP/Jitter [15] and OSCulator [16] and both the pressure sensors and the Wii-mote data were sampled at 100 Hz. In addition, the complete performance was recorded on video with a sample rate of 50 Hz.
Analysis
In this paper we mainly want to establish a suited methodology, therefore only the first concert performance (4 run-throughs) was taken into consideration. The main goal of the analysis was to extract expressive details to detect consistent and changing performance strategies. First, we give the details of the separate layers of analysis, followed by the method to combine these approaches.
Timing
The time structure of the piece was analyzed at the level of the bar. It is the main structural unit in the piece, as the units that are removed and replaced with silences are always bars. The start of each performed bar was manually annotated using praat [17] , a program that gives an analysis of dynamics and pitch together with the sound wave and a spectrogram of the sound. This analysis gives us a precise view on how the global time structure evolves through the successive run-throughs of the piece. The analysis at the bar level forms the basis for an analysis at larger structural levels, such as the different run-throughs and the five sections mentioned in 2.1.
Video analysis
To analyze the video recordings, a method consisting of several steps was applied building on a basic procedure referred to as 'stimulated recall' 1 [18] . The goal was to detect expressive movements in the performance that were not immediately related to technical (or sound-producing [19] ) gestures. Performer, composer and two musicologists first watched the video of the performance together, using the software Hyper Research (HR) [20] . At any moment one of them marked an event they perceived as 'expressive', the video was stopped. To give the event a name (code), the four people involved in the session negotiated the meaning of this event and how they personally perceived it. If consensus was reached, the code was added to the video and annotated in HR.
In the next stage, everybody watched the performance alone and coded the videos individually in order to obtain a rich list of codes, involving the different viewpoints of composer, performer and researcher. In a second session of common coding, the code lists from the individual coding were discussed. Overlaps of codes were deleted, meaning that different code names for the same expressive event were set equal (e.g., 'accentuating head movement' and 'head beats' were renamed as 'nodding'). Also, some specific codes were assigned to a more general code, like 'worried' and 'angry' which were assigned to 'facial expression'. In the end, a list of 18 codes for which the four parties agreed on the meaning was fixed and used for the second part of the video analysis. Here, the performer and one of the musicologists individually annotated the four recordings in HR using the new code list. Each time an expressive event occurred that matched a code in the list, this code was added to the video.
This resulted in two parallel annotations, which were discussed in a final common session. Here, all coded events for which in the end no consensus was reached were deleted from the annotations. The final result of the video analysis was one annotated file per recording, containing a list of 18 different codes, which were applied to all expressive events in the video where the four parties found an agreement on. The different steps of common and individual coding, involving the composer, performer and external observers, ensured that the result was a reliable annotation of a performance in terms of high-level descriptors.
Movement Data
Wii-data. From the infrared markers, relative X-and Y-coordinates shoulders and right wrist could be extracted. Due to light conditions in the concert hall, the data from the head markers could not be used. X-and Y-coordinates were normalized to 1 'Stimulated recall' is the overarching term for introspective research procedures through which cognitive processes can be investigated by inviting subjects to recall their thinking during an event when prompted by a video sequence. Benjamin Bloom is considered the first to use the term in 1953, which he described as a method for retrieving memories: "The basic idea underlying the method of stimulated recall is that a subject may be enabled to relive an original situation with vividness and accuracy if he is presented with a large number of cues or stimuli which occurred during the original situation." [18] values from -1 to +1. From this signal, kinematic variables (velocity & acceleration) were calculated and the resulting data was smoothed using a first order SavitzkyGolay filter as outlined in the MoCap Toolbox [21] .
Pressure sensors. For each sample, the Cartesian coordinates of the point of gravity of the performer were derived from the 4 pressure sensors (1) (Fig. 2 ). For this point, polar coordinates (vector length & angle) were calculated and the result was smoothed using a local weighted regression filter with a polynomial order of 2 (Loess-filtering) 2 . From these polar coordinates, the movement of the point of gravity was derived (norm of the vector), resulting in a measure for Quantity of Motion (QoM). Figure 3 gives an overview of the different layers of analysis. In order to align the different layers, the musical score was used as an overarching framework. A global evolution of timing, movement data and detected gestures throughout the runthroughs of the piece was used as a guideline to detect general performance strategies. The next step was to compare the different sections within the score over each runthrough and in the end, to use the annotated gestures from the video as a reference point for analyzing the movement data.
Multi-modal analysis
Bottom-up approach. The timing analysis and processing of the movement data are considered as bottom-up strategies to analyze the musical performance. The data provides 'objective' measurements of expressiveness in the performance as no semantic interpretation of the data is given. The timing of bars, sections and run-throughs give us an objective representation of the temporal structure of the performance. It allows us to see how the timing deviates from a strictly isochronic rendering of the score and how the process of compression influences the timing over the different run-throughs. Based on the annotations of sections and bars, the mean QoM was calculated within these different fragments by summing the QoM at each timing instance (as calculated in 3.3) and dividing it by the total duration of the fragment. The velocity derived from the positional data of the Wii gives an indication of the kinetic energy of the measured body parts (E k = 1/2mv 2 , following Dempster's human body model [23] ). In order to detect specific performance cues, mean velocity and acceleration over the annotated sections, phrases and bars were calculated in a similar way as the QoM. Top-down approach. The list of annotated gestures from the video-analysis containing start, end and duration of each gesture, offers a top-down approach. The % of time and number of appearances of these subjective descriptors in the different runthroughs were compared using a chi-square test. The chi-square test tells us whether or not a distribution is equal between categories. This comparison allows us to detect where changing the musical material alters performance gestures and which gestures are used consistently. A gesture was considered 'consistent' when appearing at least in 3 of the 4 run-throughs. Also, the correlation of gesture-occurrence was tested as follows: the amount of time gesture (y) appeared during gesture (x), divided by the total time of gesture (x) (2)
In order to align this top-down approach with the results form the bottom-up analysis, the occurrence of the annotated performance gestures were also considered per bar. It is worth noting that the occurrence and duration of these gestures were not limited to the framework of the musical bar, but it allows an easy comparison between the different layers. When a gesture occurred over several bars, all the bars were judged as containing that particular gesture. In the end, the performance targets that were detected using these different approaches were compared and evaluated. In the next section, this process will be explained in more detail.
Results
Bottom-up analysis
Section-level. The timing analysis based on the durations of the bars gives us insight in the evolution of the performance through the 4 run-throughs. As each run-through means that a number of bars are replaced by silence, we see that the average distance between the start of two successive bars increases gradually (2.55-3.23-4.40-8.52 s). This process is illustrated in detail in Figure 4 . This figure also shows that the evolution of the timing is not strictly linear: sometimes the sum of the bars is shorter, while in other cases the duration increases. We can now look at this at a higher structural level and compare the length of the five main sections (Fig. 5) . The comparison shows that there is a clear change between the second and the third run-through only in the second section, which clearly becomes shorter. The only other striking difference is the lengthening of the final part in the last run-through. Obviously, this is related to the length of the final bar, which is extended to convey the end of the piece. When comparing the shaping of musical time in the five sections of each runthrough with the mean QoM of each section, a striking similarity can be observed ( Fig  5) . A similar relationship between the several sections is maintained in both the QoM and timing within the 4 run-throughs. In the first and second run-through, QoM and duration raise in the second section, to lower again in the third section. In the first run-through, both duration and QoM lower again, while in the second run-through, QoM rises to its highest point. Towards the last section, QoM and duration lower in both the first and second run-through. For the third run-through, the QoM reaches it lowest point in the second section and increases again towards the last section. This is in contrast with the shaping of time, as the duration seems to lower from the third section towards the end of the third run-through. In the last run-through, QoM and duration perfectly seems to mirror each other, similar to the first run-through.
Bar-level. Looking into more detail, the QoM within the bar was considered (Fig 6) . This gives a better view on the musical material that is 'lost' over the different runthroughs. Based on consistency and change in QoM, possible musical targets can be detected: In each of the four run-throughs, peaks in QoM can be seen at bars 26 and 30-33 and a general downwards trend in the last part of the third section (ca. bars 42-51). In bar 59, QoM is also generally low. On the other hand, we see a change in the movement through the decomposition process. In bars 15-16 and 27-28 for example, the increase of movement observed in the first two run-throughs is lost in the third and fourth repeat. The first part of the second section (bars 17-25) seems to be the most stable region for all the four run-throughs. In general, the second run-through mirrors the first repeat, as the third and fourth run-through seem to be more similar. The first repeat is the most active one and the third one the least. To detect the amount of energy during the performance, we studied velocity and acceleration of shoulders and wrist, as additional information to the QoM. Looking at the shoulders (Fig. 7) , bar 15 shows a decrease in energy, which is also found in bars 22, 40, 50 and 59. Energy peaks are present in bars 26 and 45-46, except for the last run-through. Some points of increase and decrease in energy are shifted in the later run-throughs because some musical material is lost. This is the most clear in bars 32-33, where the peak is shifted from bar 32 to 33 in the last 2 repeats, as bar 32 is omitted. A similar shift is visible in bar 28 in the right shoulder. The acceleration profile of the shoulders closely follows the velocity curve. The wrist shows a somewhat different energy profile, as the largest energy peak occurs at bar 28 for the first two repeats, but two consistent peaks also occur at bars 26 and 58, except for the last run-through. Bar 27 on its turn is marked by a decrease in energy. A larger zone of low energy is situated here around bars 17-24, which can be found in the velocity profile of the left shoulder as well. Also, the acceleration of the wrist shows a new possible target: bar 51 shows decreased acceleration in all 4 repeats. 
Top-down analysis
The results of the χ 2 -tests on the annotated gestures are summarized in Table 1 . The distribution of the frequency of the gestures 'freeze', 'nodding' and 'facial expression' was significantly different over the 4 run-throughs at a 99% confidence level, while the distribution of 'right hand gesture', 'expressive head movement', 'frowning' and 'vibrato' were significantly different at a 95% cl. When we consider the duration of each gesture, all gestures included in Table 1 show significant changes, except for 'vibrato'. Interestingly, the direction of the distribution is not equal for all gestures. When we go back to Fig. 3 , we can see that more 'freezes' appear towards the third and fourth repeat, while much more 'facial expression' and 'nodding' can be observed during the first two run-throughs. 'Right hand gestures' are most frequent in the last repeat, while 'expressive head movement', 'frowning' and 'vibrato' are mostly present in the beginning of the performance. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 Table 1 . χ 2 -tests of the distribution of gestures during the 4-times concert performance.
When looking at the level of the bar, some gestures appear to be consistently linked with particular bars. In each run-through, a 'left-hand gesture' occurs in bar 9. The guitar player used vibrato in three of the four run-throughs at bars 33 & 34, and bar 36 is aligned with an expressive shoulder movement (Fig. 8a) . Similarly, 'lifting of the head' was observed for each run-through in bars 36 and 64 (Fig. 8b) . In the last bar, the guitarist always closes his eyes, which we also see in bar 36, except for the first run-through (Fig. 8c) . 'Frowning' occurred consistently in bar 40, while 'facial expression' could be detected but once in bar 33. In the end, three times 'minimal movement' could be observed in the transition between the third and fourth section (bars 50-51 - Fig. 8d ). Also, the occurrence of some gestures seems to be interrelated. Table 2 shows the co-occurrence of gestures in terms of duration in %, from which we can detect clusters of gestures. 'Eyes closed', 'lifting of the head', 'expressive shoulder movement' and 'freeze' seem to co-occur often, as well as 'left-and right-hand gestures' with 'freeze'. Obviously, some gestures can't occur together, as they are executed by the same body part, like 'vibrato' and 'left-hand gesture'. More striking is the 0-overlap between 'eyes closed' and 'expressive head movement', between 'nodding' and 'right-hand gestures' and between 'frowning' and 'left-hand gesture'. This can be partly explained by the difference in distribution over the several runthroughs: 'nodding' occurs most in the first two run-throughs while 'right-hand gesture' is mostly present in the last run-through. Table 2 . Co-occurrence of gestures. Numbers are the % of time gesture y (column) occurs when gesture x (row) is present. Gray shading indicates that gestures don't occur together, black shading shows gestures that have an overlap of more than 30%.
Targets in musical expression
Comparison of different layers. The last step in detecting (changing) musical targets in the performance was to compare the different layers of analysis and connect them with the musical material (score). Considering the distribution of the annotated gestures throughout the piece, the distribution of the different gestures reflects the changing musical material. The more material is lost, the more the gestures used in the first run-through are absent or replaced by other gestures. Table 3 gives an overview of possible targets detected in QoM, velocity and acceleration data and the gestural analysis at the level of the bar. When we look at the targets that were detected consistently throughout the performance in several layers of analysis, bars 26-27, 30-33, 40, 50-51 and 58-59 stand out. Three of these targets mark the transitions between sections in the score (bars 30-33, 50-51 and 58-59), bars 26-27 form a point of transition in section two, where the movement restart after a long note at a lower dynamic level, and bar 40 marks a new ascending melodic gesture halfway the third section. On the other hand, some bars are only marked in specific run-throughs, for example bars 15-16 and 28. Bar 28 was left out in the third and fourth run-through, but bar 15 is played in all four run-throughs and bar 16 is left out only in the last repetition. This last point marks the end of the first section and the beginning of the second one. Surprisingly, we see a decrease of energy in the shoulder movement here, and an increase in QoM during the first and second run-through. Not all body parts thus behave in a similar way, an observation also made in bars 58-59 for wrist and shoulder. If we look at the bars that are left out in the third and fourth run-through, it becomes clear that bars 15 and 16 are isolated from their initial context. This blurs the transition between the first two sections, and could explain why they are not as clearly marked as in the first two repetitions. As opposed to musical targets detected in several layers of analysis, some moments in the score are just marked firmly in one layer. Bars 36 and 64 for example are emphasized by a series of expressive gestures (shoulder, lifting head & eyes closed, the ones that formed a 'movement cluster'; Table 2 ). Bar 64 is the last bar of the score, which is an obvious musical target. Bar 36, just as bar 40, marks a transition to a new ascending melodic gesture within section 3. In the QoM, larger structures can be detected in bars 17-25 & 42-51. The latter are characterized by a general decrease in movement, while the first section has a stable QoM. Wrist and left shoulder also seem to be stable in velocity during this section.
Consolidation.
To consolidate this mixed approach, the conclusions that were drawn from the different layers of analysis were discussed with the whole team. This final 'top-down' approach was necessary to verify the detected targets and to fully understand the observations made. The comparison of the timing in the different sections of the piece showed that there is a clear change between the second and the third run-through in the second section, which was clearly shorter. We can explain this by its musical content, as it consists of arpeggiated harmonics. The resonance of these tones is shorter than that of the chords, aggregates and fully-stopped tones used in the other sections. This forces the performer to compress the gaps, in order not to create excessively long silences.
Considering the musical targets, the viewpoint of the performer is fundamental, as all choices in how to cut out bars are intentional structural choices (see 2.1). The reason bars like bar 15 and 59 are played in all the four run-throughs is because the performer deliberately chooses to do so, as they are of musical importance for the performer to structure the piece. Bars 26-28 by contrast seemed to be a doubtful target. The performer reported that bar 26 and 28 are technically difficult bars with some artificial harmonics that demand rapid movements in both hands. The QoM does not indicate an expressive target here, but rather informs us of technical actions. When verifying this with the video recording, the increasing velocity in shoulder and wrist were caused mostly by the artificial harmonics to be played. Bar 30-33 also implies some technical difficulties, as the big shift in position on the fingerboard demands more physical action, but this contrasts with the general decrease in QoM during bars 41-51, where there are a lot of position shifts too. Table 3 . Musical Targets detected at the bar-level for the different layers of analysis. Gray shading indicates the bars where a possible target could be detected in more than one layer of analysis
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Discussion and conclusions Establishing a multimodal framework for analysis. The methodology developed in this paper provides a framework for the multimodal analysis of music performance. The bottom-up approach consisted of a timing analysis at different structural levels and an analysis of movement-data using low-level descriptors as QoM, velocity and acceleration. These descriptors are related to more high-level features as movement intensity and energy, but don't relate to semantic descriptors. This might be considered as an important gap, as we often interact with and understand music at this level [4] . Therefore, the coding and annotations from the stimulated recall sessions were added as a top-down approach. Next, the different analytical layers were compared and finally, the observations made were evaluated, which is crucial to get a reliable and meaningful interpretation of the data. During the process of analysis, some important observations were made that highlight the importance of a multimodal analysis when dealing with music performance. First of all, the findings from the analysis at different layers can reinforce each other. The compression of musical time that was observed in the different sections of the piece was nicely reflected by the changing QoM of the performer's body while the distribution of musical gestures along the piece reflected the change in musical material throughout the 4 repetitions of the piece. The mutual comparison of QoM, velocity and acceleration data with the annotated gestures on its turn, allowed identifying some important musical targets.
On the other hand, the multiple layers sometimes appeared to be contradictory. In some cases, the general body movement (QoM) showed a different behavior than the more detailed analysis of wrist and shoulder movements (e.g. bars 15-16 and 58-59). This means that different body parts are not engaged in the same way during performance, which is consistent with previous findings on violin/viola performances
[24]. Also, the annotated gestures did not always reflect the change in QoM, for example an increase in QoM coinciding with annotated 'minimal movement'.
In the end, the viewpoint of the performer and composer appeared to be crucial for the interpretation of the analysis, e.g. some possible musical targets were discarded, as they were mere technical difficulties in the piece than real expressive targets. The collaboration between composer, performer and musicologists allowed for the development of a methodology for performance analysis that helps interpreting the multiple data-streams by adding multiple perspectives.
Future work. The framework established here offers a valuable instrument for future analysis. Three other performances of the piece were recorded using the same set-up. Observations over the different performances could give additional information on how the musician applies body movements to structure and shape the performance and to communicate the musical structure to the audience. Moreover, a more detailed analysis of the timing and characterization of gestures and performance cues at the note, instead of the bar-level could provide even richer information. If gestures are consistently related to certain materials one might be able trace an 'expressive musical structure' from the mapping of the different layers of analysis.
From this study, it is clear that the collaboration between musicians, performers and scholars should be encouraged in order to establish a corpus of studies that access expressive music performance from a multimodal perspective. The intriguing role gestures play in the shaping of a musical performance, and the interplay between musical timing, movement, expression and musical meaning is a rich field that can be explored and accessed in detail with the multimodal perspective established in this paper.
